teries are connecte d to the lithium bank through thr ee Charge Mate
Pro 90 DC-to-DC converters. The Charg e Mates ensure th e starti11g
batteries are recharged first, then the current is fe d to the lithiums;
they also regulate the flow of amps to offset the surges of power that
are common from alternators, Maryanov says. This makes recharg
ing more efficient. When the engines are shut down, the Charge
Mates isolate the starting batteries from the lithiums to prevent in
advertent discharge. At the dock, a separate Charg eMaster charger
keeps the starting batteries topp ed up.
Maryanov explains that it's important to match the recharging capacity to the batteries when designing a lithium system, or you lose the
advantage of fast recharging. Although som e experts suggest limiting
recharge amps to maximize the lifespan of a lithium battery, he says
it's fine to pump in amps equal to the battery's capacity, e.g., recharge
a 100 Ah battery at 100 amps. Don't worry about the 50 p ercent limit,
he adds. Doing this often means upgrading the inverter/charg er and
maybe the alternator, too. You also have to match the recharge volt
age to the battery; new er chargers have a switch on the back, or dip
switches inside, to set them for lithiums. Installing a lithium battery
system is a job for pros, so let them figure out the voltage settings.
Time for Lithium? I think we'll be seeing systems like Sea Ray's on
a lot more boats before too long, e specially cruising boats for folks
who like to anchor out but don't want to deal with a genset. Ah yes,
lithium-the battery of th e future, available today. a
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE
BUSINESS AND PROPERTY COURTS
OF ENGLAND AND WALES
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SUNDERLAND MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
and
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NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on 25 February 2020 an
Application was made under section 107 of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 (the Act) in the High Court of
Justice, Business and Property Courts of England and Wal�s,
Companies Court (ChD) in London by Sunderland Marine
Insurance Company Limited (SMI) and The North of England
Protecting and Indemnity Association Limited (NOE), for
Orders:
(1) under section 111 of the Act sanctioning a scheme (the
Scheme) providing for the transffr to NOE of the entir e
insurance and reinsurance business carried on by SMI;
and
(2) making ancillary p rovisions in connection with the
Scheme pursuant to sections 112 and 112A of the Act.
A copy of the report on the terms of the Scheme prepar ed in
accordance with section 109 of the Act by an Independent
Expert (the Scheme Report), a statement setting out the te rms
of the Scheme and a summary of the Scheme Report, and the
Scheme document may be obtained free of charge by
contacting SMI and NOE using the telephone number or
address set out below. These documents and other related
documents, including sample copies of the communications
to policyholders, are also available at www.nepia.com and
www.sunderlandmarine.com. Both websites will be updated
for any key changes to the proposed transfer.

Advice from Front Street

he professionals at Front Street Shipyard in Belfast, Maine, have
installed many lithium battery systems. I spoke with the yard's
president, J.B. 1'urner, and systems manager, Ben Feeney, about
what to consider when thinking of making the switch.
Both said that since lithium batteries can be discharged further, you
can either go with smaller, lower-capacity batteries and get the same
effective output, or use lithiums with the same nominal capacity as the
lead-acids they're replacing but get more usable power.
As for the battery management system, they explained that a built-in
BMS is less complex, but if there are multiple recharging sources, it's bet
ter to install a remote BMS. And you also need a battery monitor, which
means installing a shunt for each D.C. power source; the shunt feeds
power usage info to the monitor. While some BMS put out charging
inf0, at Front Street they prefer using a shunt.
All the existing charging systems have to be reviewed. Older chargers
won't have a lithium setting and should be replaced Charge controllers
have the same issue; they have to have a lithium battery setting or there
will be problems. In some installations, Turner and Feeney recommend
a higher output alternator too, or a regulator setup for lithium charging.
Replacing just the regulator obviates mounting issues. The genset can usu
ally be left alone-it's feeding the charger which is feeding the lithiums-as
long as the charger isn't dramatically changed in output
Finally, you don't always have to change all the batteries. Sometimes
the manufacturer of an appliance-a bow thruster, for example-will
recommend a traditional lead-acid battery. "Each manufacturer has
different requirements; Turner and Feeney told me, "so it is important
to check."

Any questions or concerns relating to the proposed Scheme
should be referred by email to ged.mcte rnan@nepia.com,
by telephone at +44 (0)191 232 5221, or in w riting to
The North of England Protecting and Indemnity Association
Limited, The Quayside, Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE1 3DU,
United Kingdom. If you have a policy with SMI and/or NOE,
please quote your policy numbe r in any correspondence.
This can be found on your policy documentation or related
correspondence.
The Application is due to be heard at the High Court of Justice
of England and Wales, 7 Rolls Buildings, Fetter Lane, London
EC4A 1 NL, United Kingdom on 16 June 2020. Any person
who thinks that he or she would be adve rsely affected by the
carrying out of the Scheme, or objects to the Scheme, may
attend the hearing and express their views, either in pe rson or
by representative. It is requested that anyone intending to do
so informs SMI or NOE, at the address provided above, in
writing as soon as possible and prefe rably before 9 June 2020
to set out the nature of their objection. This will enable SMI
arid NOE to provide notification of any changes to the hearing
and, where possible, to address any concerns raised in
advance of the hearing.
Any person who objects to, or conside rs they may be adversely
affected by, the Scheme but does not intend to attend the
hearing may make representations about the Scheme by giving
written notice of such representations to the parties at the
·address provided above or by calling the dedicated telephone
number provided above, in each case as soon as possible and
preferably before 9 June 2020.
SMI and NOE will inform the UK's Financial Conduct
Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority of any
objections raised in advance of the hearing, regardless of
whether the person making the objection intends to attend the
hearing.
15 April 2020
Norton Rose Fulbright LLP,
3 More London Riverside, London, SE1 2AQ,
United Kingdom
Solicitors acting for SMI and NOE
Ref: MAR/MJFF/1000050627

